THE CLOCK WALL POCKET
By Craig Nissen
The introduction of the Clock
wall pocket took place in 1949.
The catalog number is “718”.
The length of the main body of
the wall pocket is 8 inches and
the width is 5-1/4 inches. The
chain length can vary greatly
from one wall pocket to
another. The weights are
usually glazed in color/s
matching the main body glaze
decoration. The production
colors are green, gray and
brown as stated in the catalog
information with additional
color decoration under glaze.
The reality is the standard
colors are a green body with
brown accent color and a
yellow bird; an off-white body with grey accent colors and a
blue bird; and an off-white or beige body with brown accent
colors and a green bird. The photo above is the green body
color with brown accent and a yellow colored bird.
Beyond these published glaze color combination, the Clock
wall pocket has been found in quite a range of other colors
and/or styles of decoration. We will present several examples
of these in this article.

The two photos left show a standard
off-white body with grey accents and
blue bird on the left and an off-white
body with brown accents and green
bird on the right. Colored photos can
be seen in copy of article on Society
web site.

To the right is a photo of the back of the Clock wall pocket showing
the “McCoy” mark which is typical of all examples.
The catalog image shows the Clock face with Alpha Numeric
numbers…but in these two photos, one has Roman Numerals for the
clock face. We will
likely never know why
McCoy made these
with two different faces
but all three-standard
glaze colored offerings
were made in both clock style faces and with no
evidence of one style being more prevalent than
the other! Also note the Alpha Numeric face
has a clean edge all the way around and two
round shapes below the face bottom. The
Roman Numeral example has leaves laying over the face edge and the bottom design has a
small spot at the top of the circles and you can see all of the arm detail extending from the
circles. The range of values for any of these standard glazing combinations: $30-60
Now having said that, with the accent decoration being done by hand, differences from one
piece to another in production would be expected. In the following photos, you can see a
variation in the amount of accent color on the main wall pocket body. Sometimes this can
increase the dollar value a bit.
The first two photos show the green body with brown accent in two extreme variations; one
very heavy brown accent and one with very little brown. Now check out the same wide
variance in the off white with brown accent examples; top over bottom photos. Finally, the off
white with grey showing the same extremes. The weights have been cut off in the photos as
they are standard colors throughout.

Left; the commonly found damage is
to the bird; wing tips, tail or beak.
The hanging weights are the other
commonly found issue. When
handling this wall pocket, take care to
not let the weights swing into each
other; easy to do and the chips
and/or cracks can easily be the
result!

When the occasional damage to
the weights gets extreme, some
creativity can result by
collectors to add a couple of
non-McCoy weights to make
the Wall Pocket whole again!!

In addition to the standard glaze combinations, here are three others that have surfaced over
the years. They are not commonly found but surface often enough that there must have been
a contract order for them by a direct customer.
The first one is pictured below. It has a grey-brown body with a darker brown color accent.
The bird is blue. All of this color combination to date only has the Roman numeral dial face.
The middle example shows a larger portion of the darker brown accent and the third example
has a solid dark brown edge on the top roof line. Value $45-75

The seond example is an off white body with burgundy color accent. The bird is blue. The first
photo shows the typical look in relation to the amount of off-white versus burgunday accent.
But opposite of the previous grey-brown example, all of this color combination to date have
been found with just the alpha numeric dial face.
The second photo shows a more extreme example of the burgundy accent and it all has the
two colors on the weights reversed from that normally found. The third and fourth photos are
the usual colors for this combination but the one on the left has a pink bird and on the right a
yellow bird instead of the usual blue bird. Value: $75-150

The third example is an all yellow body with a burgundy bird. All of these yellow Clock wall
pockets found to date have only the alpha numeric face dial numbers. The first photo is the
typical color look found. The second is the normal coloring but with some cold paint
decoration. The final photo is the normal body and bird colors but the weights are colored in
the same blue/burgundy as typical found on the off-white and burgandy wall pocket.
Value $75-125

Beyond these three rarer non-production color combinatons above, there are a few
combinations that have surfaced over the years in but just a couple examples. They are more
likely true employee creations outside of any normal production orders.

The first of these is the all blue example far
left with pink bird. This is the only example
of this known to date. The blue is the same
blue glaze color used on the weights in the
off-white burgundy examples shown earlier.
Value $200-300
The second left is an example with off-white
body but a lighter green glaze accent and
the same green on the lower part of the
weights. It has a yellow bird but the tip
accents are red, not a dark color. This is
also the only example of this known to date.
Value $200-300
The final color examples in this category are the white bodies shown below. The one on the
left is all white with a blue bird and blue on the lower half of the weights. The black accent
color on the dial face and little doors is cold paint and has a notable amount of loss.
Unfortunately, the weights are damaged as well as a couple chips on the bird. But it is the
only white body with this accent coloring known to date. Value considering condition; $ 125175. If not damaged: $300-400
The example on the right is also all white
but all of the accent color is in black and
all under glaze. This artist was proud of
their work as it is also signed on the back
under glaze.
Value: $ 500-600

Here we have two examples of the
standard green glazed body Clock wall
pocket with brown accent but with
brown/cream colored weights instead of
green/brown. The one on the left has the
alpha numeric face while the one on the
right is the roman numeral style face.
Value $40-60

To the right we have two more examples
of the standard green body Clock wall
pocket with brown accent. However, the
one on the left has a blue instead of
yellow bird. The example on the right
has the grey and brown colored weights
instead of green/brown colors.
Value $50-80

These two examples have a
little cold paint added to
them. They are both the
green base color body with
brown accent. The left one
has some red paint on the
little berries and a little
remaining black paint on the
shutters. The wall pocket on
the right has the same color
cold paint on the bird with
black accent on the bird.
Value $40-60

Here is an interesting
variation. It is the
standard green body
again but with the
brown/cream colored
weights instead of the
green/brown style. But
in addition, the clock
face was completely
covered with brown glaze
and then the numbers on
the dial face were
carefully wiped off before
firing.
Value: $ 100-150

On occasion, a Clock wall pocket will surface with gold trim decoration that has been fired on
in a kiln. McCoy Pottery did a few gold trim pieces but the vast majority were done by the
Shafer company in the Zanesville area in the late 1940s and 1950s.They purchased large
quantities of seconds from McCoy and would apply gold trim to the piece and then re-fire to
create a durable finish of the gold. Some pieces were stamped with the Shafer name and 23 K
Gold Guaranteed and some were not stamped. See example of stamp in photo. They actually
had catalogs published of the pieces they gold trimmed which included several other potteries
in the area in addition to McCoy. However, most Clock wall pockets that Shafer did were not
stamped. The off-white with brown example below right is the piece with the stamp from the
photo which is not commonly found. The left example is the standard green/brown style with
gold trim. The two photos below that row are both off-white/burgundy examples with gold
trim…one with a blue bird and the other a yellow bird. All of these are period Shafer
decorated pieces. Value: $75-150

The photos left are of a yellow
clock wall pocket with gold trim,
again done period to the piece.
What is really unusual on this
piece is that the dial face has the
alpha numeric figures added by
hand in gold. See closeup of face.
Value: $150-200

